CAUSINDY 2017 — AV Volunteer
Interested in working with the next generation of Australian and Indonesian leaders? CAUSINDY is growing, and
we’re looking for an AV volunteer, based in Melbourne, to help us take photos and shoot video during this year’s
conference. This role involves working with the CAUSINDY communications team to take photos and shoot videos
of this year’s conference.

What does the position involve?
The key responsibilities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advising the CAUSINDY team on equipment hire requirements and logistics
Planning and executing live streaming of select panels on Facebook and YouTube Live
Troubleshooting tech and AV problems during events
Taking photos for use by the CAUSINDY communications team
Recording audio and video of panels and conference events
Shooting interviews, B-roll and other content for use in CAUSINDY videos and marketing materials
Working with the CAUSINDY team to collate and upload the photos and videos afterwards

Who are we looking for?
A young person experience in photography, video production or with technology — if you have a portfolio or
examples of past work, please include it in your application. You should be comfortable with technology and
experienced in troubleshooting technical issues. Successful candidates will also have leadership qualities and a
strong interest in the Australia-Indonesia relationship.

What’s involved?
Each year, CAUSINDY recruits local volunteers to help us make the conference possible. Volunteering with
CAUSINDY is a great opportunity to experience the conference up close and meet our delegates and team.
Working on the conference is also a great opportunity to get involved in the conference team — many past
volunteers have gone on to join the organising committee. Read more about this year’s conference program,
including our delegates, confirmed speakers and program on the CAUSINDY website.
The successful candidate will need to be available to take part in the full CAUSINDY program, from 11-14 October
2017 in Melbourne, with a pre-conference briefing the afternoon of 10 October. Unfortunately, CAUSINDY is
unable to contribute to the cost of travel to Melbourne from other locations.

What is CAUSINDY?
CAUSINDY is a youth-led bilateral organisation which builds relationships between young people in Australia and
Indonesia. Our flagship event, the Conference of Australian and Indonesian Youth, rotates once a year between
Australia and Indonesia, joined by new initiatives through the year, such as Engaging Future Leaders and The
Bilateral Debate. CAUSINDY team members are drawn from a wide range of backgrounds and experiences, from
law and management consulting to communications and the public service.

How to apply
Send a copy of your resume, links to examples of previous work, if you have them, and a short email explaining
why you’d be a great fit for the CAUSINDY team to volunteers@causindy.org.
Applications close on 29 September 2017. If you have any questions about CAUSINDY, the role, or what would be
involved, feel free to contact us at volunteers@causindy.org.

